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Abstract

This position paper presents an approach for predict-
ing functional and extra-functional properties of layered
software component architectures. Our approach is based
on parameterised contracts a generalisation of design-by-
contract. The main contributions of the paper are twofold.
Firstly, it attempts to clarify the meaning of “contractual
use of components” a term sometimes used loosely – or
even inconsistently – in current literature. Secondly, we
demonstrate how to deploy parameterised contracts to pre-
dict properties of component architectures with non-cyclic
dependencies.

1. Introduction

In the recent past, two successful areas of software en-
gineering, namely software architecture and software com-
ponents moved closer together. In fact, we believe they
are just two sides of the same coin, given the intertwin-
ing of architectural and detailed design and the need to
connect both system-level and component-level reasoning
about software.

One of the major motivations of software architecture,
the aim to reason explicitly about extra-functional prop-
erties during software-design, benefits from focusing on
component based software architectures. While current
research in that area mostly concentrates on component
interoperability checks within software architectures and
component adaptation in case of incompatibility, predicting
properties of the overall architecture from known compo-
nent properties has gained attraction [2, 11].

From a conceptual point of view, one can consider soft-
ware architectures as structuring principles and methods for

component assemblies. Software architecture and compo-
nent (re-)configuration are also closely connected. Based on
this strong connection, architecture promises help in com-
positional reasoning, i.e., predicting system properties and
qualities from component properties by using the architec-
tural structuring mechanisms in the reasoning process and
without recourse to the component internals.

To be able to predict overall architectural properties, lo-
cal interaction must be correct in terms of the interface
model. This means no errors should occur by calling meth-
ods with wrong parameters or by calling methods in the
wrong order. Due to that necessity of local correctness, we
discuss contracts for components first (in section 3). Such
contracts specify conditions for correct local interaction.
Beyond traditional contracts, in section 4 we present a gen-
eralisation called parameterised contracts [7, 6]. These deal
with the prediction of properties of composite components
based on the properties of their basic components. In ad-
dition, parameterised contracts depend on the environment
in which components are deployed. Some of the environ-
ment properties become parameters to these contracts. The
importance of this parameterisation becomes clear, when
looking at extra-functional properties like timing behaviour
or reliability. Here, the timing behaviour (reliability) of the
component clearly depends on the timing behaviour (relia-
bility, resp.) of environmental services used by the compo-
nent.

2. Example

As an example, Figure 1 shows a composite component
(MobileMailViewer) which offers the service of dis-
playing mails of various formats on a mobile personal or-
ganiser. Internally, the MobileMailViewer consists of
a Controler (handling the selection of mails, connec-



tion to an address book, formatting of strings, etc.) and a
MailServer (delivering the mails) and a ViewerSoft-
wareServer, which provides the Controlerwith the a
viewer appropriate to the format of the actual email. Since
memory is limited on mobile devices, we assume the device
cannot store viewers for all formats. Also the programmer
of the controler cannot foresee all future mail or attachment
formats. To the Controler component, both servers are
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Figure 1. Configuration of a mobile viewer

remote. Nevertheless, the personal manager program on
the mobile device considers the MobileMailViewer as
a single local component.

In our figure, rectangles denote components and trian-
gle denote interfaces. Interfaces are objects themselves not
just (meta-)descriptions. Components have two kinds of in-
terfaces: provides- and requires-interfaces. The former de-
scribe services offered by a component, the latter services
required by the component. Components connected to a
components interfaces form the environment of the compo-
nent. In our example, the Controler component requires
the MailServer and the ViewerSoftwareServer
and offers services to the MobileDeviceManager. Al-
though the need of requires-interfaces is obvious for inter-
operability and substitutability check (and well-known in
literature [13, 4]), current component models like Sun’s EJB
or Microsoft’s .NET only contain provides interfaces. (One
notable exception is CORBA 3.0).

3. Contractual Use of Components in Software
Architectures

Much of the confusion regarding ”contractual use” of a
component derives from the double meaning of the term
”use”. It can refer to

1. the run-time use, when the methods of a component
are called. For example, displayMessage of the
Controler component is used in this way.

2. the composition-time use, when a component is placed
into a new context or environment. This includes the

development time but can also happen when an opera-
tional system is reconfigured.

Depending on the above case, contracts play a different
role. Before actually defining contracts for components, we
briefly review the design-by-contract principle. According
to [5, p. 342] a contract between the client and the supplier
consists of two obligations for each service or method:

� The client must satisfy the precondition of the supplier.

� The supplier has to fulfil its postcondition, provided
the precondition was met be the client.

Each of the above obligations can be seen as the benefit to
the other party. In a nut shell:

If the client fulfils the precondition of the sup-
plier, the supplier will fulfil its postcondition.

It is clear, that a used component plays the role of a supplier.
But to formulate contracts for components, we also have
to identify the pre- and postconditions and the client of a
component.

Considering the run-time use first, the clients of a com-
ponent � are all components connected to �’s provides in-
terface(s). The precondition for run-time use is the collec-
tion of preconditions of the component’s services. Likewise
the run-time use postcondition is the collection of postcon-
ditions of the provided services. This is still close enough to
the traditional design-by-contract. Hence we consider this
kind of contract the service contract.

The composition-time use or reuse occurs in the archi-
tectural design or reconfiguration of a system. From an ar-
chitectural viewpoint the component � depends on its en-
vironment through its requires interfaces. Its correct func-
tioning does not only depend on the preconditions of its pro-
vided services. Hence we regard the the requires interfaces
as a kind of abstract preconditions at the component con-
tract level. Similarly, from an architectural viewpoint, the
provided services are the promised benefits to the (run-time)
user. Therefore, we consider those provides interfaces the
postconditions of the component-level contract. From the
perspective of logical specifiation the story is a little more
complex in that each of these conditions is a conditional
specification – for instance, the required environment be-
haviour is only delivered if the component itself satisfies
the preconditions of the requires interface services.

Putting it all together we formulate the architecture-by-
contract principle as follows:

If the user of a component fulfils the components’
required interface (i.e., the precondition) by of-
fering the right environment the component will
offer its services as described in the provided in-
terface (i.e., its postcondition).
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Note that checking the satisfaction of a requires interface in-
cludes checking whether the contracts of required services
(the service contracts specified in the requires-interface(s))
are sub-contracts of the service contracts stated in the pro-
vides interfaces of the required components. The notion of
a subcontract is described in [5, p. 573] and generalised in
[9] using contravariant typing for methods but importantly
including invariants as conditions for distributed and hence
typically concurrent environments.

For checking the correct contractual use of the Con-
troler component in our example we check whether the
services specified in the requires interface of Controler
are included in the provides interface of MailServer and
whether the contracts of requires services are subcontracts
of provides services. Similarly we check the binding be-
tween the other requires and provides interfaces.

More generally, when architecting systems (i.e., intro-
ducing new components), we have to check the bindings
of their requires interfaces to the used environmental pro-
vides interfaces in addition to checking the use of the com-
ponent’s providees interfaces. When replacing a compo-
nent with a newer one, we not only have to check their
contract (i.e., the bindings of their requires-interfaces to
the used components, like mentioned above), but also the
contracts of the using environmental components (i.e., the
bindings from the provides-interfaces), because one has to
ensure, that by a replacement non of the existing local con-
tracts have been broken. In our example, if we replace
the Controler component we have to (a) check the con-
tractual use of Controler, i.e., we check the precon-
dition of the Controler (i.e., the interoperability with
MailServer and ViewerSoftwareServer), and (b)
we have to check whether the precondition of MobileDe-
viceMgr is still fulfilled (i.e., checking the contractual use
of MobileDeviceMgr).

There is a range of formalisms used for specifying pre-
and postconditions, defining a range of interface models for
components (see for extensive discussions and various mod-
els e.g., [3, 12, 6]). This leads naturally to different kinds of
contracts for components [1].

Another degree of freedom in the abstract principle of
design-by-contract and our extension to architecture-by-
contract is the time of component deployment. Component
contracts as discussed here describe the deployment of com-
ponents at composition-time. This stresses the importance
of contracts which are statically checkable. When a system
is architected or reconfigured, errors are common. There-
fore, the direct feedback regarding correct component de-
ployment is very helpful in practice, because it can assure
the absence of composition errors. In contrast, the run-time
checks can detect contract violations at run-time only. In
many classes of distributed systems, such late detection of
composition errors is unsatisfactory from a quality of ser-

vice point of view. The problems and costs of late composi-
tion error discovery are compounded as the person running
the system and triggering the error usually is not the system
architect or maintainer, which may now have difficulties re-
producing the error or obtaining sufficient information to
locate and correct it. Additionally the high costs of hard-
ware component recalls and replacements are well known
in other industries. Similarly cost explosions can be ex-
pected in a component software industry despite the benefit
of electronic recall and delivery.

4. Parameterised Contracts

A component rarely fits directly into a new reuse context.
For a component developer it is hard to foresee all possible
reuse contexts. Hence, it is also hard for a developer to pro-
vide components with reasonable configuration options to
fit into future reuse contexts. Coming back to our discus-
sion about component contracts, this means, that in practice
one single pre- and postcondition of a component will not
be sufficient, because of the following common cases:

1. the precondition of a component is not satisfied by a
specific environment while the component itself would
be able to provide a meaningful subset of its func-
tionality. In the example, the ViewerSoftware-
Server might fail or even be absent, but the Con-
troler could still present standard text emails, al-
though perhaps not display certain attachments.

2. a weaker postcondition of a component is sufficient in
a specific reuse context. For example, the component
user might not require all functions. Hence the compo-
nent will itself require less functionality vis its requires
interfaces and hence weaken its component precondi-
tion.

To model this we need some sort of adaptive pre- and post-
conditions. We call these parameterised contracts [7, 6].
In case 1 a parameterised contract computes the postcon-
dition dependent upon the strongest precondition guaran-
teed by a specific reuse context. Hence the postcondition
is parameterised with the precondition. In case 2 the pa-
rameterised contract computes the precondition dependent
upon the postcondition (which acts as a parameter of the
precondition). For components this means, that provides-
and requires-interfaces are not fixed but are computed to
some extent taking into account the reuse context. Hence,
in contrast to classical contracts, one can say:

Parameterised contracts link the provides- and re-
quires interface(s) of the same component (see
fig. 1). They range over many possible actual
contracts (i.e., ultimately interfaces).
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Interoperability is a special case now: if a component is in-
teroperable with its environment, its provides interface will
not change. If the interoperability check fails, the parame-
terised contract tries to compute a new provides interface.

5. Applications of Parameterised Contracts

Like classical contracts, parameterised contracts depend
on the actual interface model and should be statically com-
putable. In any case, the software developers do not have to
foresee possible reuse contexts but has to provide a bidirec-
tional mapping between provides- and requires-interfaces.
For simple interface lists (signatures a la CORBA IDL say),
this means, that for each provided service, a list of required
external services must be provided by the component de-
veloper. When computing the actual provides interface, a
service would only be included, if all its required services
are provided by the component’s environment. If inter-
faces also describe component protocols, one has to spec-
ify a mapping from the provides interface to the requires
interface protocol which also identifies the order in which
reuquires services are invoked. We have developed tools
for such models [6].

For extra-functional properties, the application of param-
eterised contracts is crucial. For example, one cannot spec-
ify the timing behaviour of a software component by some
fixed figure. For example the worst-case time of a real-time
component is always some function of the time it takes to
perform critical system services that are only provided in
the deployment environment. The same argument holds for
reliability as empirically validated in our recent paper [8].

By connecting parameterised contracts of single compo-
nents within component architectures and considering criti-
cal properties of the deployment environment, one can now
compute the overall architectural properties. Our methods
are described in [6, 10] in more detail. They necessitate
parameterised contracts and are currently limited to non-
cyclic architectures (i.e. layers of abstract machines). In
our example, we can compute the timing of the composed
component MobileMailViewer by computing the tim-
ing the Controler can provide in dependency of the tim-
ing MailServer and ViewerSoftwareServer can
provide.

6. Conclusion

This paper discussed contractual usage of software com-
ponent. We present requires interfaces as precondition of
components and provides interfaces as postconditions. Pa-
rameterised contracts then link provides and requires inter-
faces of the same component. They are motivated by the ne-
cessity of computing functional and extra-functional com-
ponent properties dependent upon deployment context. Our

methods are supported by an existing tool and discussed us-
ing a running example.
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